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In this work we introduce a method of measuring low-energy scattering cross section with a gravitational
spectrometer. In this method we add atoms (i.e., He) to the gravitational spectrometer filled with a target gas of
ultracold neutrons (UCN). We search for long-range forces between atoms and UCN by measuring transfer of a
small recoil energy 10−7 eV using the gravitational spectrometer. As a result of this search we set new constraints
on the strength of long-range forces within the range of the effective radius of interaction of 10−7–10−4 cm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying deviations of gravitational interaction from
the 1/r2 law (inverse-square law) in the range of small
distances is extremely important to verify theories predicting
the presence of additional dimensions [1,2] and supersym-
metric theories predicting the existence of new very light
particles. The exchange of these particles results in additional
interactions between nucleons [3–5]. A survey of theoretical
and experimental works on the search for deviations from the
inverse-square law is presented in [6,7].
There are different methods of identifying long-range
forces in the interaction of elementary particles [6–8]. Within
the range of 10−11–10−9 cm investigations are carried out
using neutrons at the energies of the order of electron volts
[9,10]. Laboratory experiments on gravitational interactions
of bodies have been performed for distances 10−4–10−2 сm
[11–20]. There are somewhat effective methods using thermal
and cold neutrons within the range of 10−10–10−4 сm [9,21].
The scattering amplitude of a neutron scattered by atoms
can be expressed as follows:
f (q) = fnucl + fn−e(q) + flong range(q), (1)
where fnucl is a nuclear scattering amplitude usually expressed
through scattering length b, with fnucl = −b. fn−e(q) is the
neutron-electron scattering amplitude from neutron scattering
by charges distributed inside the nucleus and the electron shell
of atoms. Furthermore, we will not consider contribution from
the n − e interaction, because this effect occurs mainly for fast
neutrons [22]. The last term in Eq. (1) relates to a hypothetical
long-range interaction (compared to the nuclear one) of a
neutron with a nucleus. flong range(q) is a spin-independent
amplitude of interaction likely to arise as a result of exchange
by a scalar or vector boson. In the case of a scalar boson, the
interaction potential is an attractive one, while for a vector
boson exchange the interaction potential is a repulsive one:







where M is the mass of the interaction particle expressed in
units of nucleon mass mn, with λ being an effective radius of
interaction and g2± being a dimensionless coupling constant.
It should be noted that in the general case M = m1m2/m2n,
with m1, m2 being masses of interaction particles. In our
consideration we have assumed a proton and a neutron
forming the atom nucleus to interact similarly with a free
neutron through long-range forces. We have also assumed that
electrons do not make a contribution to the interaction of a free
neutron and atom. In Eq. (2) the upper sign corresponds to a
vector-type interaction, whereas the lower sign corresponds to
a scalar-type interaction.
In a similar way, the amplitude within the Bohr approxima-
tion can be presented as follows:
flong range (q) = − m
2π2
∫






(λq)2 + 1 , (3)
where m is a reduced mass m = mnmA
mn+mA , mass of a gas atom
mA = mnM , q = |k′ − k| is a momentum transferred to a
neutron, and k and k′ are wave vectors of the particle in the
center of mass before and after collision.
An experimental search for additional terms in the scat-
tering amplitude can be based on the fact that a long-range
interaction makes a contribution to the scattering amplitude
either at a small transferred momentum q or at small scattering
angles. The scattering amplitude at θ = 0 or q = 0 can be
measured with a high accuracy in neutron-optical experiments
by a perfect crystal neutron interferometer [21]. This result
should be compared to fnucl = −b to find the presence of
additional terms in Eq. (1). For example, comparison of
interferometer measurements with the Bragg diffractometer
data imposes rigid constraint on flong range(q) [9].
A small angle scattering method would be a direct way
of measuring flong range(q), as existence of long-range forces
gives rise to scattering at small angles. This method has some
obvious limitations because of the existence of small angle
scattering caused by sample roughness as well as multiple
scattering. It is to be noted that initial divergence of a beam
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does not permit scattering to be distinguished at very small
angles from the beam divergence.
In the previous work [23] we introduced a different
approach to small angle scattering that measures small recoil
energies rather than small scattering angles. This approach uses
UCN gas as a scattering target for a flux of atoms introduced
to the same trap. For thermal neutrons the scattering angle
corresponding to recoil energy of 10−7 eV is 2 mrad, which
is within the divergence of the incident neutron beam. For cold
neutrons this scattering angle is twice the value, however, it
does not exceed the divergence of the neutron beam either.
Furthermore, the previous work [23] compares scattering
cross sections of He atoms obtained employing three different
methods: the neutron interferometer method, the neutron
transmission method, and the UCN storage time method. The
value bbound int (bound coherent scattering length) is taken
from [24] (bbound int(He) = 3.26 ± 0.03 fm). Because the
UCN storage time method measures neutron scattering with
free nuclei, the scattering length should be recalculated using
the equation bfree int(He) = bbound int(He) × MHe/(MHe + 1) =
0.2604(24) × 10−12 cm, where MHe is the ratio of the He atom
to neutron mass. Accordingly, the recalculated cross section
will be σcoh(He) = 4πb2(He)free int = 0.852(16) × 10−24 cm2.
The scattering cross section σfree nucl(He) measured by the
neutron transmission method is (0.773 ± 0.009) × 10−24 cm2
(for neutron energies ranging from 0.19 to 6.19 eV) [25]. The
neutron cross-section data tables from [26] show the assumed
average value to be (0.76 ± 0.01) × 10−24 cm2, being five
standard deviations from interferometry results. The scattering
cross section measured by the UCN method [23,27] has the
value of (0.740 ± 0.006) × 10−24 cm2, being six standard
deviations from the assumed average value given in [28] for
the cross section derived from the coherent scattering length
for helium. The effect involved can be caused either by the ex-
istence of long-range forces or systematic experimental errors.
This article presents results of an experimental search for
long-range forces previously proposed in [23]. The measure-
ment of the above-barrier neutron flux scattered by a noble gas
of He atoms was carried out. The aim of this paper is to search
for evidence of small amounts of energy transferred to UCN
from the long-range forces. Figure 1 shows the differential
cross section produced by long-range forces versus transferred
energies. For example, at λ = 10−6 сm, g2 = 2 × 10−14,
with transferred energy being 10−7 eV, the differential cross
section produced by long-range forces is six times higher than
the nuclear one, so its contribution to a total cross section is
not negligible.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was carried out using the PF2 beam of
the UCN facilities of the ILL reactor. The scheme of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus consists
of a UCN spectrometer with filling and emptying valves,
the ultracold neutron guide system, UCN detectors, and the
vacuum system. The UCN spectrometer is a vertical cylinder
with a diameter of 60 cm and height of 200 cm. It is made
of copper with the inner surface coated with beryllium. The
critical velocity of this coating is 6.8 m/s (i.e., velocity of
FIG. 1. Dependence of differential cross section on recoil energy
εR transferred to a neutron for various values of parameter λ for the
case of a repulsive potential.
neutrons has to be above this critical velocity for them to
escape from the UCN spectrometer).
The UCN fill the trap (2) while the valve (1) is open, with
valves (4) and (6) being closed. The absorber (3) inside the trap
is placed in its bottom position at a certain distance “h” from
the bottom of the trap. As soon as the equilibrium density in
the trap is achieved, the valve (1) is closed. The foil at critical
energy of the UCN, with E = mngh (1 neV = 1.02 cm), is
placed behind the exit valve (4) (where mn is a neutron mass
and g is free-fall acceleration). This foil serves to analyze
the spectrum of the UCN in emptying the trap. The UCN are
stored in the trap for a holding time t to form a pure spectrum
at peak UCN energy of mngh. Then the absorber (3) is moved
to its upper position at the top of the trap. After obtaining
low recoil energy, the UCN can overcome the potential barrier
of the foil (8) at the exit guide and can be registered by the
detector (5). UCN are counted immediately after the absorber
FIG. 2. Experimental setup 1, entrance valve; 2, UCN trap with
critical energy EtrapUCN; 3, absorber for formation of UCN spectrum; 4,
exit valve; 5, UCN detector A; 6, exit valve; 7, UCN detector B; 8,
foil.
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(3) is moved to its top position and the valve (4) is opened.
The background of detector (5) is measured with valve (4)
closed. Both valve (6) and detector (7) are used for counting
UCN in the spectrometer. To distinguish between quasielastic
scattering of UCN on the surface of the trap and that of noble
gas atoms the measurements are made with noble gas in the
trap as well as under high vacuum. Using such a measurement
scheme it is possible to determine with high precision an
extremely low energy transfer to UCN from the introduced gas.
A foil made of zirconium (8), as thick as 10 μm, is employed
to create a gravitational barrier for UCN. The 99.8% purity foil
is produced by the Goodfellow company.
Helium gas used in our experiment is produced by Messer.
The 99.95% purity gas is kept in a vessel at high pressure. The
delivery gas system is made up of a fine adjustment leakage, a
delivery pipe, and lock valves.
The pressure of He gas inside the spectrometer is measured
with an absolute pressure sensor (CERAVAC CTR 100) made
by Leybold. The sensor has an upper pressure limit of 10 Torr
and the measurement error is between 0.002 and 0.02 Torr
(depending on the measured pressure).
An experimental hall of the ILL reactor (D level) is
equipped with air temperature control and a stabilization
system. The temperature readings are accessible to us.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The experimental task is to register UCN transferred from
0 to EfoilUCN = mngh energy range into the energy range from
EfoilUCN to E
trap
UCN, i.е., from subbarrier neutrons to above-barrier
ones. The number of initial neutrons N spectUCN in the spectrometer
changes with time according to the equation:
N
spect
UCN (t) = N spect0 e−t/τstor below (4)
with N spect0 being the number of sub-barrier UCN in the
spectrometer at the moment of moving the absorber (3) to
its top position, and τstor below being the UCN storage time in
the spectrometer with energy lower than boundary energy of
the foil EfoilUCN = 76 neV.
The number of the so-called above-barrier neutrons N spectup ,
i.е., neutrons in the energy range from EfoilUCN to E
trap
UCN, is
determined by their emergence from the 0 to EfoilUCN energy
range with the probability of W up, by their losses in the trap
with the probability of τ−1stor up, as well as by their leakage out
of the trap with the probability of τ−1emp f . The total probability
of above-barrier UCN being lost is τ−1tot up = τ−1stor up + τ−1emp f .
Correlation between these two processes can be described





= −τ−1tot upN spectup (t) + W upN0e−t/τstor below . (5)
The solution to this equation under initial condition
N
spect
up (0) = 0 is as follows:
N spectup (t) = N spect0 W up
1
τ−1tot up − τ−1stor below
× (e−t/τstor below − e−t/τtot up ). (6)
It should be noted that Eq. (6) is composed of two different
UCN storage times τstor below and τstor up, as UCN storage time
in the trap is dependent on UCN energy. In addition, at the
open shutter (4) probability of above-barrier neutron storage
is determined not only by probability of losses on the trap
walls τ−1stor up but also by probability of leakage of above-barrier
UCN onto the detector τ−1emp f , hence, τ
−1
tot up = τ−1stor up + τ−1emp f .
Equation (6) describes a dynamic process of accumulating
and subsequent decrease of above-barrier neutrons in the
spectrometer. This process can be registered with detector A
(5). However, for calculating the count rate of above-barrier
neutrons with detector dNdetup /dt one should take account of
the probability of UCN leakage onto the detector τ−1emp f , the
factor of UCN losses in foil kf , and detector efficiency ε,
dNdetup
dt
= τ−1emp fεkf N specup (t). (7)
After integrating by time it follows that during a complete
measuring cycle from zero to infinity the detector would
register the given number of above-barrier UCN:
Ndetup = N spect0 τstor belowW upkf
τ−1emp f
τ−1stor up + τ−1emp f
. (8)




up determine the total number of above-barrier
neutrons which have emerged during the entire process
from zero to infinity. The multiplier τ−1emp f/(τ
−1
stor up + τ−1emp f)
determines the neutron fraction to be recorded with a detector,
i.е., the ratio of leakage probability of above-barrier neutrons
through the foil to the total probability for above-barrier
neutrons. Finally, the coefficient kf takes account of losses
of above-barrier UCN inside the foil. The efficiency of above-
barrier UCN detection with a detector at 100% efficiency can
be calculated as follows:
P detup = kf
τ−1emp f
τ−1stor up + τ−1emp f
. (9)
However, Eq. (8) contains the value of N spect0 to be mea-
sured experimentally. The conventional procedure of making
measurements is to open the exit valve (4) at the time t = 0
(after formation of the sub-barrier neutron spectrum with an
absorber) and to cause sub-barrier neutrons to leak onto the
detector without foil (8). The number of neutrons recorded
with the detector during the process will be as follows:
Ndet0 below = N spect0
τ−1emp below
τ−1stor below + τ−1emp below
ε, (10)
where τ−1emp below is the probability of leakage of sub-barrier
neutrons onto the detector without foil. Hence, the efficiency
of detecting sub-barrier neutrons by the installation with the
detector at 100% efficiency will be as follows:
P detbelow =
τ−1emp below
τ−1stor below + τ−1emp below
. (11)
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Thus, to measure the probability of transfer of sub-barrier
neutrons into above-barrier ones the following relation is used:









It is to be noted that the detector efficiency ε reduces this ratio.
Consequently, to determine the value W up to be obtained
(probability of low heating) one must measure a number of
values included in Eq. (12).
(1.) Ndetup , an integral number of above-barrier neutrons
registered with detector A during a long period of
storing sub-barrier neutrons in the trap. Measurements
are made with foil.
(2.) Ndet0 below, an integral number of sub-barrier neutrons
escaped from the trap after forming the spectrum and
opening the valve (4). Measurements are made with
detector A without foil.
(3.) τstor below, storage time of sub-barrier neutrons. Mea-
surements are made either with detector B or detector
A without foil. It is also possible to measure τstor below
with detector B directly during storage of sub-barrier
UCN in the trap, as a small leak valve closure (6)
allows measuring of the UCN density decrease during
storage.
(4.) P detbelow, efficiency of registering sub-barrier neutrons
by the installation. According to Eq. (11) it is required
that the sub-barrier neutron leakage time from the
trap (τ−1stor below + τ−1emp below)−1 should be measured and
the above discussed value τstor below be used. Measure-
ments of leakage time of sub-barrier neutrons are made
without foil.
(5.) P detup , efficiency of registering sub-barrier neutrons by
the installation with a detector at ε = 100%. Direct use
of Eq. (9) and measurement of τemp f is of considerable
difficulty. Above-barrier neutrons at energy close to
the boundary energy of the foil have a very small
probability of leakage. Measuring of corresponding
times becomes unreasonable. Thus, the registration
efficiency of above-barrier neutrons can be determined
by means of an experimental coefficient of above-






where NfA (E) is an energy spectrum of UCN leakage onto
detector A from the spectrometer through the foil, and NA(E)
is an energy spectrum of UCN leakage directly onto detector A.
Transmission coefficient Tfoil(E) already includes UCN losses
inside the foil. However, to take account of above-barrier UCN
losses, one must use multiplier τ−1emp up/(τ
−1
stor up + τ−1emp up):
P detup (E) = Tfoil (E)
τ−1emp up
τ−1stor up + τ−1emp up
, (14)
where τ−1emp up is the leakage probability of above-barrier
neutrons in the experiment without foil, (τ−1stor up + τ−1emp up) =
τ−1tot up is the total probability of above-barrier neutron losses.
The values τstor up and τtot up are measured experimentally with
detector A without foil using an absorber for distinguishing
the required part of the spectrum.
The scheme of measurement under consideration has not
yet taken into account the fact that the time of collecting heated
neutrons is finite. The error coefficient fup is to be calculated
using Eq. (6),
fup = (τstor below − τtot up)−1 × {τstor below[1 − e−temp/τstor below ]
− τtot up[1 − e−temp/τtot up ]}, (15)
where τemp is the time of measuring the number of heated
neutrons.
As a result, one gets the following equation:











Two measurements with gas and without are supposed to
be made for gas heating probability:
W upgas (nA) = W up (nA) − W up (0) , (17)
thus, making allowance for UCN heating effect on the trap
walls.
IV. RESULTS OF THE MAIN MEASUREMENTS
A measuring cycle of the main measurements begins with
filling the spectrometer with ultracold neutrons through the
open entrance shutter (position 1 in Fig. 2). The filling duration
is 100 s. The count rate of detectors А and В during a
measuring cycle is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Detector А is
placed behind a zirconium foil and measures the count rate
FIG. 3. Dependencies of count rate for detectors A and B on the
measuring cycle with vacuum in the spectrometer. (a) Shows the
count rate through the slit in the closed shutter for detector В within
the time interval of 0–370 s and that in the open position within the
time interval of 380–600 s. (b) Shows the count rate of up-scattered
neutrons for detector A. The solid line corresponds to fitting according
to Eq. (6).
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FIG. 4. Dependencies of count rate for detectors А and В on
the time of measuring cycle when the spectrometer is filled with
gas. (a) Shows the count rate through the slit in the closed shutter for
detectorВwithin the time interval of 0–370 s and in the open position
within the time interval of 380–600 s. (b) Shows the count rate of
up-scattered neutrons for detector A. The solid line corresponds to
fitting according to Eq. (6).
of up-scattered neutrons. Detector В measures the count rate
of UCN escaping through a small slit in the shutter (6). This
count rate is proportional to UCN density in the spectrometer
and practically does not affect the process of storing UCN.
Figure 3 presents measurement data of the spectrometer under
vacuum and Fig. 4 illustrates the case when the spectrometer
is filled with gaseous He at a pressure of 3.5 mbar. The cited
data are summarized and normalized according to the number
of performed cycles. In total, there were 840 measuring cycles
with vacuum in the spectrometer and 3510 cycles when the
spectrometer was filled with He. Each cycle lasts for 10 min.
An absorber is placed at a height of 85 cm from the spec-
trometer bottom during filling up and during the subsequent
process referred to as cleaning of the UCN spectrum. After
closing the entrance shutter, the cleaning of the UCN spectrum
lasts for 80 s and is followed by lifting of the absorber with
special gear to its maximum upper position (at a height of
211 cm from the spectrometer bottom). The aim of the UCN
spectrum cleaning is to remove from the spectrometer the UCN
with energies sufficient for transmission through zirconium
foil in front of detector А (position 8 in Fig. 2).
The zirconium foil boundary energy is approximately equal
to 76 neV. During cleaning of the UCN spectrum the absorber
was placed at a height of 60 cm from the zirconium foil center
and 85 cm from the spectrometer bottom. The absorber height
and the time for spectrum cleaning are specially optimized.
After the absorber is lifted to its maximum upper position,
neutrons transmitting through the zirconium foil are recorded
for 200 s. A typical peak (after 180 s) is clearly seen in Fig. 3.
This peak in count rate coincides with the moment of lifting
the absorber and is accounted for by accumulation of the up-
scattered UCN in the spectrometer which were destructed up
to 180 s in the absorber. In Fig. 4 such a peak is less noticeable
because of a considerable decrease in the number of UCN in
the spectrometer.
The recording of up-scattered neutrons is followed by
opening the shutter (position 6 in Fig. 2) and all UCN
remaining in the spectrometer are registered for 200 s with
detectorВ (position 7 in Fig. 2). The number of UCN recorded
during this process was used to control the stability of the main
parameters of an experimental installation, namely, the time of
UCN storage in the spectrometer, UCN flux from the source,
proper operation of shutters and absorber.
The last 100 s of a measuring cycle were used to measure
the background for detector А. The background measurement
with gas was 0.0034 ± 0.0001 n/s and without gas it was
0.0031 ± 0.0002 n/s. The average ratio of the measured effect
to the background in 200 s in measurements with gas is 0.2
and in measurements without gas is 1.1.
As a result of the main measurements we obtained average
values for the number of up-scattered neutrons in the spec-
trometer during measurements: Ndetup (nA) = 0.14 ± 0.02 n/s,
with the spectrometer being at a pressure of 3.5 mbar He and
Ndetup (0) = 0.71 ± 0.06 n/s for measurements without gas.
Although the total number of up-scattered UCN in mea-
surements with gas is much lower, the heating process of
UCN on gas is readily observed, as one needs to compare the
fraction of up-scattered neutrons to the quantity of sub-barrier
neutrons. The presence of gas in the spectrometer considerably
suppresses the quantity of sub-barrier neutrons, thus it is
necessary to take the ratio of count rates of detectors A and B
in measuring with gas and without. These ratios are presented
in Fig. 5. It is to be noted that correction on alteration of
registration efficiency P detup (0)/P
det
up (nA) was introduced for
measuring with gas.
To summarize, we successfully demonstrated the process
of UCN up-scattering on gas. The main problem is whether
the values differ from admissible low-energy heating caused
by conventional nuclear scattering. To solve this problem we
made calibration measurements and calculated a low-energy
up-scattering.
FIG. 5. Ratio of count rates of detectors A and B to the time of
measuring cycle for the spectrometer filled with gas (squares, upper
curve) and without gas (circles, lower curve).
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FIG. 6. Differential UCN spectra NfA (E) for the spectrometer
with foil (squares, low curve) and NA(E) for the spectrometer without
foil (circles, upper curve).
V. CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
A. Measuring factor Tfoil
Transmission coefficient Tfoil from Eq. (13) can be deter-
mined as the ratio of the counter rate of detector A in the
scheme with foil NfA and without foil NA. Using a gravitational
spectrometer one can obtain the energy dependence of the
factor Tfoil (E).
Calibration measurements Tfoil(E) were made for UCN at
different mean energy EUCN. To form various mean energies
of UCN the spectrometer absorber during measurements is set
at different heights. The results of the calibration measure-
ments are given in Fig. 6. Differential spectra were obtained
by differentiation of integral spectra for different absorber
positions. The differential spectrum for the spectrometer with
foil emerges at an energy of about 100 neV. UCN with lower
energy are reflected from zirconium foil as the foil is located
at a height of 25 сm from the spectrometer bottom, while the
boundary energy of zirconium foil is 76 neV.
Calibration measurements τstor up(E) and τemp up(E) were
carried out without foil for UCN with various energies.
Figure 7 demonstrates the ratio of differential spectra of
UCN for the spectrometer with foil and without it Tfoil(E) =
N
f
A (E)/NA(E) depending on UCN energy.
Further calculations use the average value of this ratio Tfoil
within interval (EfoilUCN,E
trap
UCN) from 95 to 205 neV, with Tfoil
being equal to 0.49.
B. Measuring UCN storage time and leakage time
UCN storage time measurement in the trap τstor below is a
conventional procedure. It consists of measuring the number
of UCN in the trap N (t1) at t1 = 80 s after closing the entrance
valve (1) and the number of UCN in the trap N (t2) at t2 =
280 s. The storage time τstor below is determined by τstor below =
ln (N (t1) /N (t2)) / (t2 − t1). Selecting these particular times
t1 and t2 is not incidental. During this time interval the up-
FIG. 7. Energy dependence of ratio of differential UCN spectra
for the spectrometer with foil and without Tfoil(E) = NfA (E)/NA(E).
scattered UCN are registered. As a result, the following value
τstor below = 162.6 ± 0.4 s is obtained. The quantity τstor below for
the case when the spectrometer is filled with gas was measured
with detector B directly by storing sub-barrier UCN in a trap
because a small leak valve closure (6) allows measuring UCN
density decrease during storage. Storage time of UCN in the
spectrometer filled with gas is τHestor below = 56.3 ± 1.0 s.
Storage time of the spectrometer τstor up was determined as
follows. Measurement of the UCN differential spectrum for
the spectrometer without foil was made with a hold time of
50 s and 100 s. Figure 6 shows the differential spectrum after
50 s of holding. Storage time of the spectrometer is calculated
as
τstor up(Ei) = ln(N∗50(Ei)/N∗100(Ei))/(100 − 50), (18)
where Ei is the mean UCN energy for i energy interval,
N∗50(Ei) and N
∗
100(Ei) are differential spectra with holding
times 50 s and 100 s, correspondingly. Total UCN losses in
the spectrometer in configurations without foil τ−1emp up + τ−1stor up
and with foil τ−1emp f + τ−1stor up are determined by least square fits
of UCN leakage from the spectrometer onwards to detector A.
We fit leakage curves of differential spectrum after 50 s holding
time. Shown in Table I and in Fig. 8 are results of measuring
storage time in the spectrometer τstor up and total UCN losses
in the spectrometer without foil 1/(τ−1emp up + τ−1stor up) and with
foil 1/(τ−1emp f + τ−1stor up) for different UCN energies.
An experimental transmission coefficient of above-barrier
neutrons through zirconium foil (Fig. 7) and storage times of
UCN (Fig. 8) were used for calculating the detection efficiency
of above-barrier neutrons by the installation according to
Eq. (14). The energy dependence of the detection efficiency
of above-barrier neutrons by the installation is shown in
Fig. 9. The decrease in detection efficiency at low energies
is accounted for by the fact that above-barrier neutrons are
not able to overcome the reflection potential of zirconium foil.
The decrease at high energies is from deterioration of storage
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TABLE I. The storage time and total UCN losses in the spec-
trometer for different energies.
EUCN (neV) τstor up (s) 1/(τ−1emp up + τ−1stor up) (s)1/(τ−1emp f + τ−1stor up) (s)
205 50 ± 4.1 26.3 ± 1.4 33.7 ± 1.9
195 69.8 ± 6.0 29.5 ± 1.6 36.7 ± 1.6
185 71.3 ± 5.1 28.8 ± 1.2 41.1 ± 1.5
175 73.1 ± 3.8 33.2 ± 1.2 44.3 ± 1.2
165 91.2 ± 5.1 35.0 ± 1.1 50.7 ± 1.2
155 91.8 ± 3.9 32.9 ± 0.8 54.1 ± 1.2
145 95.6 ± 4.4 35.6 ± 1.0 58.4 ± 1.2
135 103.3 ± 4.2 33.7 ± 0.8 64.5 ± 1.0
125 105.5 ± 4.4 34.4 ± 0.9 69.7 ± 1.0
115 106.4 ± 3.9 37.5 ± 0.4 79.8 ± 1.2
105 118.7 ± 4.9 40.8 ± 0.5 83.3 ± 1.4
of above-barrier neutrons when their energy is close to the
boundary energy of coating of the spectrometer.
VI. CALCULATION OF PROBABILITY OF
UP-SCATTERING UCN ON GAS
All values for Eq. (16) are included in Table II.
The probability value of UCN scattering with heating on
gas W upgas(nA) is calculated according to Eq. (17) W
up
gas(nA) =
(3.1 ± 1.0) × 10−7 s−1. To be more exact, it is the probability
of up-scattering on gas mixture in which He pressure is
3.49 mbar and in-leakage gas pressure is 0.03 mbar. Though
the pressure of in-leakage gases in the course of measuring
is small compared with the He pressure, their contribution to
losses as well as UCN low-energy up-scattering turned out to
be essential. UCN losses on He are 75.5% from the total losses
on gas mixture, with UCN low-energy up-scattering on He
being 46% from the total heating effect. This evidence resulted
from a detailed measuring of losses and spectral measuring of
FIG. 8. Measuring results of storage time in the spectrometer
τstor up (shown with circles), as well as the time of total UCN losses in
the spectrometer in configurations with foil 1/(τ−1emp f + τ−1stor up) (shown
with hollow circles) and without foil 1/(τ−1emp up + τ−1stor up) (shown with
hollow rhombuses).
FIG. 9. Energy dependence of detection efficiency of above-





in-leakage gas composition. In particular, UCN losses on the
spectrometer walls are (162 s)−1, losses on gas mixture being
(86.1 s)−1, and UCN losses only on He being (114 s)−1.
It should be taken into consideration that the probability of
low-energy up-scattering on gases is proportional to the mul-
tiplier (M + 1)2/4M . Consequently, special attention should
be given to the gas mixture composition in the spectrometer
during measurements. The composition of in-leakage gases
in the spectrometer after shutting off the evacuation pump is
measured with a mass spectrometer made by Hiden Analytical.
Measurement of gas composition is made at pressure in the
range of 2 × 10−5 ÷ 2 × 10−4 mbar. Water, hydrogen, and
air are basic constituents of the in-leakage gas mixture. Gas
mixture composition and gas properties are given in Table III.
Contributions to heating for helium and admixtures are
distributed as 46% and 54%, correspondingly, as seen in the
far right column of Table III. Thus, the effect of low-energy
up-scattering on helium is evaluated as 1.4 × 10−7 s−1. As for
errors, we choose their maximum value 1.0 × 10−7 s−1 for
reliability. As a result, one obtains the following equation:
W
up
He(nA) = (1.4 ± 1.0) × 10−7 s−1. (19)
VII. ANALYSIS OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS ON
EXISTENCE OF LONG-RANGE FORCES
The obtained results can be used for setting constraints on
values g2 and λ for hypothetical long-range interaction. While
taking into account long-range forces it is necessary to make
the following calculations. In the Born approximation the total
amplitude of neutron scattering on gas atoms of mass Mmn
can be written as follows:
ftotal(q) = −bfree nucl +
∓g2±M2
2π (M + 1)λC
λ2
(qλ)2 + 1 . (20)
Contribution in the scattering amplitude is made by short-
range nuclear interaction with amplitude corresponding to
ffree nucl = −bfree nucl (bfree nucl- nuclear scattering length of
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stor (s) fup W
up(nA) (s−1)
3.5 8900 ± 90 0.14 ± 0.02 0.190 ± 0.008 0.393 ± 0.004 56.3 ± 1.0 0.932 ± 0.004 (6.2 ± 0.9) × 10−07
0 51360 ± 230 0.71 ± 0.06 0.31 ± 0.01 0.648 ± 0.005 162.6 ± 0.4 0.570 ± 0.006 (3.1 ± 0.3) × 10−07
neutron on a free atom), with the second term in Eq. (20)
describing the contribution of long-range forces in Eq. (3).
If the velocity of an ultracold neutron before its collision
with a gas atom is much lower than an average thermal
velocity of atoms VA = 4(kBT /2πmnM)1/2, then the square
of momentum q is related to the energy ε transmitted to a
neutron, q2 = 2εmn/2. Assuming a neutron to be at rest
before its collision with an atom, one obtains the equation
for the element of solid angle d	, into which UCN can be
scattered depending on the incident atom energy—EA and its
mass,






Thus, the equation for the differential cross section dσ (ε) =
|ftotal(ε)|2d	 will be equal to



















where flong range is a scattering amplitude from long-range
forces [Eq. (3)].
The probability of conventional nuclear UCN up-scattering





calculated as a product of the atomic beam scattering cross



































TABLE III. The gas mixture composition and contributions to the
low-energy up-scattering.









He 3.49 418 0.0083 4 1.56 0.013
H2O 0.015 6.7 0.0022 18 5 0.011
H2 0.008 4.9 0.0016 2 1.13 0.002
Air 0.007 24.7 0.0003 29 7.79 0.002
0.028
This calculation is based on the assumption that UCN are at
rest before interacting with He atoms. The calculation with the
Maxwell UCN velocities spectrum provides the same result.
Values of variables in Eq. (23) are given below:
nA = 2.687×1016×273/293×3.49 = 8.737 × 1016,
V̄A = 1.240 × 105 cm2,
E
trap
UCN = 2.42 × 10−7 eV (6.8 m/s);
EfoilUCN = 0.756 × 10−7 eV (3.8 m/s),
4πb2free nucl = 0.76 × 10−24 cm2,
kBT = 0.0252 eV.
Calculation with these magnitudes provides the probability
value of UCN transfer from the energy range lower than
EfoilUCN into the energy range E
foil
UCN < ε < E
trap
UCN − Wnucl =
0.8495 × 10−7 s−1 (for 4πb2free nucl = 0.76 × 10−24 сm2).
The experimentally obtained magnitude for this value is
Eq. (19) (1.4 ± 1.0) × 10−7 s−1. We thus observe no evidence
of excess over the low-heating probability. This result, how-
ever, does not allow imposing new constraints on the possible
contribution of long-range forces. One should make calcula-
tions with a similar expression for the probability of UCN
low-energy heating from long-range forces by the following
equation with an additional multiplier in square brackets,





























λ̄UCN is equal to the de Broglie wavelength of
a neutron (λ̄2UCN = 2/2mnε̄) moving with energy
ε̄ = (EtrapUCN + EfoilUCN)/2.
Equating W lowat (nA) from Eq. (24) to the experimental mag-
nitude obtained in this work (W upgas (nA)exp = (1.4 ± 1.0) ×
10−7s−1) and taking its ratio to the corresponding probability
calculated with account for nuclear scattering only [Eq. (23)],











= 1.65 ± 1.2. (25)
It is seen that, unfortunately, the accuracy attained in our
measurements is not sufficient to unambiguously choose the
sign in the square brackets and thus to determine the sign of
the potential ϕ in Eq. (2). Here and further we will choose
the sign in square brackets so that the value g2± derived from
this inequality would be the lowest. The following inequality
is derived from Eq. (25) for function J1: 0 < J1(g2+,λ) < 1.8
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FIG. 10. The exclusion (shaded) and allowed (gray) areas of
values g2 and λ from different experimental data.
(90% confidence level). By solving this inequality one finds
the range of allowed values g2+ and λ, given in Fig. 10.
To distinguish the contribution of long-range forces in
UCN scattering one can use the measurement results on
coherent scattering length made with neutron interferometers.
In Eq. (20) by subtracting and adding the contribution of long-
range forces in scattering at zero angle one can distinguish
a coherent scattering amplitude measured with interferometer
−bfree int, and finally derive a formula for the total scattering
amplitude,














In this case a similar expression for the probability of
UCN low-energy heating using neutron interferometer data
and taking into account long-range forces is presented by the
following formula:

































From comparison of Eqs. (23) and (27), one can
see that (given that 4πb2free int = 0.855 × 10−24 cm2 and
4πb2free nucl = 0.76 × 10−24 сm2) the value of the factor
before the square brackets in Eq. (27) (Wint) is equal to
Wint = 0.9557 × 10−7 s−1. To obtain the constraint on value
g2(λ), one should compare this calculated magnitude with an
experimental one. Equating W lowat (nA) from Eq. (27) to an ex-
perimental magnitude W upgas(nA)exp = (1.4 ± 1.0) × 10−7 s−1











= 1.46 ± 1.05. (28)
Having chosen the lower sign one gets the following inequal-
ity: 0 < J2(g2−,λ) < 1.57 (90% confidence level). Having
solved this inequality one finds the range of allowed values
g2− and λ, given in Fig. 10.
Finally, we can obtain the expression for comparing the co-
herent scattering cross section 4πb2free int = 0.852(16) × 10−24
cm2, calculated using coherent scattering length obtained by
the neutron interferometer technique and cross section of
nuclear scattering σfree nucl(He) = (0.76 ± 0.01)×10−24 cm2
measured by the method of neutron transmission and by UCN
storage time in He gas (0.740 ± 0.006) × 10−24 cm2. Because
the last two results practically coincide we restrict ourselves




















Using available experimental data we have the following for
comparing the nuclear scattering data and those of the neutron
interferometer:[
1 ∓ 12J0(g2±,λ)
]2 = 0.888 ± 0.023.





2 < 0.926 with a 90% confidence interval. It
can be seen from this inequality that in the given case one
should choose the upper sign corresponding to the case of




+,λ) < 0.15. (30)
FIG. 11. (Color online) The dark shaded area corresponds to
constraints for g2 and λ from the paper by Serebrov [23] (a comparison
of the scattering cross section, evaluated from the storage time of
UCN in He gas and the nuclear scattering cross section, measured
by the neutron transmission). The dotted line shows constraints from
Ref. [9] obtained as the best limit for heavy atoms (Pb,Bi). The upper
inclined area int-UCNHe corresponds to a comparison of the scattering
cross section, evaluated from the storage time of UCN, and the
interferometer method [24] for He. The other inclined areas int-nuclHe ,
int-nuclAr , 
int-nucl
Kr corresponds to the values g
2,λ from comparison of
the scattering cross sections measured by the transmission method
[25] and by means of the interferometer [24] for He, Ar, and Kr. The
red line corresponds to constraints for g2 and λ obtained in the present
work.
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The range of allowed values g2+,λ, obtained from solution (30),
is shown in Fig. 10.
Unfortunately, accuracy of the performed experiment
proved to be insufficient to close or to confirm the range
of values g2+,λ, which originated from the difference
4πb2(He)free int − σfree nucl(He) and differing from zero at the
level of five standard deviations. However, these measurements
of low-energy heating allow us to set new constraints on
parameters g2+,λ as compared with the work [23], which used
the data on the nuclear scattering cross section obtained by the
neutron transmission method as well as by that of measuring
UCN storage time in He. Figure 11 makes a comparison
between constraints from the work in [23] and those from
the present work.
In addition to the range of values g2, λ from discrepancy
between data on scattering and on interferometer data int−nucl
at the level of five standard deviations for helium, Fig. 11 also
shows a similar discrepancy for Ar (7σ ) and Kr (4σ ), that
corresponds to 18% and 11%, respectively. The dotted line
shows constraints from Ref. [9] obtained as the best limit for
heavy atoms. Finally, the hatched area corresponds to new
constraints on values g2, λ from measurements of the low-
energy up-scattering, which were carried out in this work.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The attained accuracy of measuring the low-energy scatter-
ing cross section does not permit us to make an unambiguous
conclusion on the presence of additional interactions caused by
long-range forces between a neutron and He atom. To achieve
the required accuracy with the help of the suggested methods
it is necessary to considerably increase the UCN density.
On the other hand, new measurements of 4πb2free int with a
detailed analysis of possible systematic errors are capable of
solving the problem of discrepancy between the scattering
cross section 4πb2free int, calculated through coherent scattering
length measured with a neutron interferometer and nuclear
scattering cross section measured by UCN storage time in
helium. The positive conclusion of the present research is
setting new constraints on the parameters g2 and λ. These
constraints become possible because of the application of a
new experimental method.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the most proba-
ble reason for the discrepancy between 4πb2(He)free int and
σfree nucl(He) (that amounts to 10%) is systematic errors. It is
worth mentioning that a similar discrepancy between 4πb2free int
and σfree nucl was also discovered in measurements on argon
and krypton, 18% and 11%, respectively. Nevertheless, for
lead and bismuth the discrepancy amounts to only 1% and
moreover possesses an opposite sign relative to that for helium.
So this discrepancy can be explained by the neutron-electron
interaction. Systematic errors can be assumed to be associated
with experiments on gases. A scientific team at NIST is
planning to test some systematic errors and remeasure neutron
the coherent scattering length of 4He using the neutron
interferometer technique.
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